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FAX to Woody Vasulka
faxnr: +1 .505 .4730614

FAX from V2 Organisation
Alex Adriaansens
tel : +31 .10 .4046427
fax: +31 .10.4128562

Dear Woody,
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Thanks for your last fax reassures me now that I know your really coming .
You ask in your fax how we can deal with the costs for the crew (accomodation and
food) . In my fax of September 3 l already indicated that 1 could try to raise our budget
from the original 7900 US$ to 8700 US$ to cover some of these costs . With this in my
mind I found a way to raise the original budget finally to 9000 US$ which will at least
cover the accomodation costs for two hotel rooms (one double and one single room for
10 days) . I can find a cheaper hotel but this one is with shower and bathroom and incl .
breakfast . I hope this can satisfy you somehow as most of the problem is solved by
this .

Let me know the exact day of arrival as soon as you know it because the hotel
reservations must be done in advance of course and the further in advance the better
choise one has.
Greetings
Alex
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STEINA VASULKA
RRG, BOX 100
Santa Fe, N/M . 87501
De Verenigde Staten van Amerika
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STEINA,

Here are the CD's . Ofcourse I am still with V2 . I can't let Joke and
Alex handle everything now can I? There's just too much work to be
done .
Well I hope that all is well in New Mexico and I hope to see you and
Woody sometime real soon .
Best wishes .
Peter
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